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LONDON: Alarm bells were ringing yesterday
as harsh new US sanctions drove drove Russia’s
rouble. Turkey’s lira plunged as worries mounted
that Ankara was sliding towards a full-blown
economic crisis. A rally in Chinese stocks had
helped Asia offset the latest escalation in the
Sino-US trade war overnight after Beijing
matched the latest US sanctions, but too much
was going on nearby for Europe to remain un-
scathed.

London’s FTSE, Frankfurt’s DAX and Paris’
CAC40 were down 0.7 percent, 0.3 percent and
0.4 percent respectively, while German govern-
ment bonds rose in broad grab for safety. Wall
Street futures pointed to a steady start to New
York trading but that was deceptive. The main
fireworks were in the currency markets. The
Russian rouble sank after Washington said it
would impose fresh sanctions because it had de-
termined that Moscow had used a nerve agent
against a former Russian agent and his daughter
in Britain, something the Kremlin denies.

There were also reports of a new US Senate
bill that, if passed, would impose even more
widespread punishments for meddling in US
elections. The rouble duly slid to its lowest since
late 2016, 66.1 roubles to the dollar and left the
Russian currency down almost 4 percent lighter
than it had been 24 hours previously.. “I’m sur-
prised that the market, in retrospect, was quite
complacent about this risk,” said North Asset
Management portfolio manager Peter Kisler,
though he was relieved the new sanctions hadn’t
flagged a ban on Russian sovereign debt or

banks for the time being. Turkey’s lira, bond and
stocks markets were taking even more of a
pounding after meetings between officials in
Washington looked to have made little progress
in mending a row over Ankara’s jailing of an

American pastor. The lira touched a record low
of 5.44 against the dollar, weakening some 2.5
percent from Wednesday’s close.  There was
widespread selling in the country’s bond markets
and Istanbul stocks dropped 1 percent too.

“We think Turkey may need to approach the
IMF or seek other external support. Otherwise,
capital-control measures seem to be a distinct
possibility,” said fund manager Lombard Odier’s
chief investment strategist Salman Ahmed.

China rally
Asia had been much brighter. Shanghai blue

chips closed up 2.5 percent after talk of possible
government support for home-grown technol-
ogy companies, the latest in a series of growth-
boosting measures rolled out by Beijing as the
trade dispute worsens. Hopes for more Chinese

infrastructure spending underpinned industrial
resources, including iron ore and copper. The
gains in Chinese stocks helped MSCI’s broadest
index of Asia-Pacific shares reverse early losses
to gain 0.5 percent, though Japan’s Nikkei
slipped 0.2 percent, in part because core ma-
chinery orders fell.

Shares in Mazda Motor Corp, Suzuki Motor
Corp and Yamaha Motor Co also fell on news
they conducted improper fuel economy and
emissions tests on their vehicles. Japan will try
to avert steep tariffs on its car exports and fend
off US demands for a free-trade agreement at
talks in Washington later. —Reuters
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China’s factory-gate
inflation tops 
forecasts in July
BEIJING: China’s factory price inflation slowed slightly in July but
beat expectations as US tariffs came into force, while consumer prices
were boosted by a pick-up in spending on travel. The figures are the
first to be released since the United States imposed the first of its
threatened levies on billions of dollars in Chinese goods as part of an
escalating trade war. The producer price index rose 4.6 percent on-
year in July, according to the National Bureau of Statistics, compared
with 4.7 percent in June and beating the 4.5 percent forecast in a
Bloomberg News survey.

Factory price inflation decelerated in key sectors including extrac-
tion of petroleum and natural gas, processing of petroleum, coal and
other fuel, and manufacture and processing of ferrous metals, NBS
analyst Sheng Guoqing said in a statement. The consumer price index
(CPI), an important barometer of retail inflation, rose 2.1 percent on-
year, from 1.9 percent in June and slightly higher than the 2.0 percent
forecast. A rise in demand for travel during the summer season
boosted plane ticket and hotel prices, which is the “main reason for
CPI increase”, Sheng said. “Broader price pressures appear to be eas-
ing, a trend that is likely to continue in the coming quarters despite
the impact of tariffs and a weaker currency,” Julian Evans-Pritchard
of Capital Economics wrote in a research note.  —AFP
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Oil market balance
of power shifts
LONDON: The shift in oil market power away from OPEC to-
wards a bilateral relationship between Saudi Arabia and Russia
is the culmination of structural changes in oil production over
the last 20 years. These shifts are deeply structural and have
little to do with the personality or negotiating skills of individ-
ual oil ministers, which arguably attract far too much attention
from commentators and journalists.

Most of these changes can be traced back for 20 years or
more, though some of them have recently accelerated, such
as the recent slump in output from Venezuela and Libya. To
the extent that production is an important component of
market power, the very different fortunes of OPEC countries
have significantly redistributed power within the organiza-
tion. The result is that the focus of decision-making has
shifted from intra-OPEC negotiations to extra-OPEC nego-
tiations with Russia 

Intra-opec competition
OPEC was founded in 1960 to reduce harmful competition

over taxes, royalties and oil ownership between its original
members as they tried to attract investment from the interna-
tional oil companies. “The principal aim of the Organization of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries shall be the coordination
and unification of the petroleum policies of Member Coun-
tries”, according to OPEC’s founding statute.

The five founding members (Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq,
Kuwait and Venezuela) accounted for a significant share of the
world’s undeveloped oil reserves and were among the fastest-
growing producers. OPEC’s initial focus was on creating a
united front in negotiations with the international oil compa-
nies to secure a greater share of revenues from the sale of oil.
The addition of Libya (1962), United Arab Emirates (1967), Al-
geria (1969) and Nigeria (1971) added other major reserve
holders and rapidly growing producers to cement OPEC’s ne-
gotiating power.

OPEC’s practical focus has shifted over time from taxes and
royalty rates (1960s) to equity ownership of reserves (1970s),
prices (1970s onwards) and production allocations (1980s on-
wards). The organization’s market power arguably peaked in
1973, when members accounted for just over half of all oil pro-
duction worldwide, before sliding to around a quarter in 1985,
and partially recovering in the years since then. 

In the early years, OPEC was dominated by an internal bal-
ance of power between Saudi Arabia, Iran and Venezuela, with
other countries playing a more peripheral though occasionally
disruptive role. In 1970, these three countries were producing
roughly the same amount, about 3.8 million barrels per day
each. By 1973, Saudi Arabia had already pulled significantly
ahead (7.7 million bpd) of both Iran (5.9 million bpd) and
Venezuela (3.5 million bpd), a gap that has widened in the sub-
sequent decades.

OPEC members can be broadly divided into winners and
losers since 1973, based on whether they increased output
by 2017. The biggest winners have been Saudi Arabia (+4.3
million bpd), Iraq (+2.5 million bpd), United Arab Emirates
(+2.4 million bpd), Angola (+1.5 million bpd) and Qatar (+1.3
million bpd).  — Reuters

TOKYO: Share prices on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, bottom left, and a chart, right, of the bourse’s
three-month movement are displayed in Tokyo. — AFP


